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WebDrive365 was one of the key factors for BT Local Business (London West) in
securing the ISO9001 certification, providing a system to achieve excellence
WebDrive365
The WebDrive365
solution gives you and
any of your users
access to unlimited
backup for all your
chosen data for a low
and fixed monthly fee.

It's very easy to set up
and you can access
your files from any
device with browser
access to the internet,
including PCs, Macs,

WebDrive365 works in
the background as it
backs up your chosen
data to the cloud.

iPhones and iPads,
Blackberry Android
and other mobile
devices.
There is a specific
iPhone/iPad app
available for free down
load from the Apple
iTunes AppStore and
Android market too!

We would like all
SMEs to try the
WebDrive365 solution
before making any
purchase decisions, as
we pride ourselves in
offering a mirroring
solution we believe in.

WebDrive365 has exceeded our
expectations and was pivotal in helping
us gain our ISO9001 accreditation which
is an essential requirement for our
business. We were initially skeptical that
any backup solution could cope with
incremental backups such as .pst files
especially at the competitive price of
your solution, but by allowing us to test
it for free before committing, you
proved that this was completely

taking place, hence our
free evaluation...we
allow our product to
speak for itself.

even encompassing personal settings
such as internet bookmarks and
favorites folders.

The easy
solution for
any SME
Professionalism is the easiest way to
sum up the staff and the solution. At
British Telecom Local Business (BTLB) it
is imperative that we ensure the best
solutions are in place for our business;
our customers expect nothing less.

WebDrive365 does not
bind your business
into a contract or
minimum tie-in period;
we are determined to
ensure that any
potential client is
completely satisfied
that WebDrive365
wholly suitable for
their needs prior to any
purchase decisions

Thanks to WebDrive365 we now have our
ISO9002 in place with a fully automated
back up solution. This is a must for any
business that wishes to attract customers.

possible and that your solution works
seamlessly.
I think the fact that you offer unlimited
storage for our whole team is also
crucial to our work environment: as we
are striving to become a paperless office
it is essential that every piece of
information is instantly backed up off
site. WebDrive365 achieves this
instantly, not only protecting our
sensitive and mission critical data, but

I know that many of your team have
consulted for some of the largest
corporates in the UK and this experience
has really lent itself to, and benefitted
your company when dealing within the
SME market sector, as you provide a hiend solution and overview with a lowend cost model.
I would personally recommend
WebDrive365 to any SME wishing to use
a cost effective model to make their data
safe and secure.
Afshin Khosrowshahi
BT Local Business (London West)
MD
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